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Project Executive Summary:
The beginning of the year started off fast and furious after project team break. Major
accomplishments at the Republican River, includes 252 linear feet of concrete twin box culvert
walls, 94 linear feet of three-sided open channel box walls and 131 linear feet of new river channel
floor and installation of concrete box culvert roof deck. The team successfully tied into the existing
water system over a two-night schedule. The city water department was instrumental in providing
additional resources during operations and the project team would not have been as successful
without their assistance. The new 8-inch C900 waterline is now fully installed and operational
from RR Street to Kitzmiller Street and all new water line services to businesses and residential
customers are being supplied by the new system.
With project construction continuing to proceed on the north side of Highway 34, it was necessary
to review and provide an overall update to City Manager. Topics included, project budget &
completion schedule, possible modifications/alterations, retainage/bond release, warranty punch
list, substantial/final completion dates, community concerns and construction work force for
remainder of project.

Delivery of 36” Reinforced Concrete Pipe for storm
installation @ the old Mill Race Bridge Location

Concrete team finishing Republican River twin box
concrete culvert deck.

Construction Progress Summary:
Week of January 4
• The project team spent the beginning of the week re-marking all existing utilities north of
the Republican River and identifying existing water line services within this area. The
construction team also re-stabilized the upstream dike at the Republican River and started
preparing the area for concrete box wall forms of the proposed twin box culvert and 3-sided
open channel box downstream.
• Pipeline crew installed approximately 100 linear feet of new 8-inch C900 waterline pipe on
the north side of Republican River. This also included the installation of a new 6x8-inch
swivel tee for future connection to fire hydrant in front of the fire department and 2 gate
valves at the intersection of 2nd. Street & Main Street. All trenching was bedded, backfilled
and recompacted to project specifications. EEC was onsite to perform field density tests
on the newly backfilled waterline trench on either side of the river and the roadway sub-
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base at the top of Kitzmiller in front of Appearance Edge. All field density tests successfully
achieved the minimum 95% compaction requirement per project specifications.
The construction team continued to coordinate with city water department officials in
identifying existing water service lines and determine how best to implement connectivity to
the newly installed waterline and allow for city water services to grow in the future.
The concrete crew continued preparing the intersection of 5th St. & Main. The area did go
through a design modification due to existing field conditions that were slightly different from
the initial project design. Items such as, placement of ADA ramps at the bulb-outs,
installation of storm chase in the northeast bulb-out (like Canyon Café chase) and
installation of a 4-inch PVC pipe for future roof gutter connectivity to avoid future storm
runoff causing damage to newly installed concrete at bulb-out in front of Wray Lumber.
The concrete crew continued to work at the Republican River and successfully formed and
placed concrete for 30 linear feet of the first middle wall section upstream. They also
finished forming out the remaining 54 linear feet of middle wall and 47 linear feet of footing
adjacent to the existing retaining wall by the Bohall building. Both newly formed areas will
be filled with concrete early next week. EEC was onsite to collect concrete samples for this
task and will report concrete strengths as per project specifications.
4D Electric installed necessary conduits through the intersection of 2nd St. to power 14 of
the remaining future light poles and installation of future handholds. The conduits were
placed in the same waterline trench and offset approximately 4 feet to the east to avoid
maintenance issues between both utilities.
EEC reported back concrete test results for 7day cylinder break at the following locations:
Ritchey's Concrete - 5th to 6th outside/inside lanes 3970-5180psi and Chamberlain
Concrete - 6th to 7th outside/inside lanes/north upstream river box floor 4020-4830 psi.

Concrete crew placing and forming the south east
sidewalk and ADA ramp at 5th/Main St. intersection

Concrete crew forming last 54 feet of middle concrete
wall of twin box culvert @ Republican River

Week of January 11
• The pipeline team successfully installed 350 linear feet of new 8” C900 waterline from 2nd
Street to RR Street and will be connected to the existing water supply system during a twonight operation tentatively scheduled for the week of January 25. The first night will connect
the north end at RR Street and second night will connect to the southern end at Kitzmiller.
A new Fire Hydrant was installed adjacent to 4D Electric and new connecting service line
for Fire Department fire hydrant on 2nd Street that will be fully tied in during the first night
tie-in operations. The entire new waterline from Highway 34 to RR Street (approx. 650
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linear feet) was fully charged, allowing the chlorine to disinfect the line for 24 hours and then
samples were taken to CDPHE in Sterling for bacteria testing.
The pipeline crew also started on installation of 80 lineal feet of 36-inch reinforced concrete
pipe (RCP) on the south side of Republican River adjacent to The Boonies restaurant. This
storm system will convey all new stormwater flows that was installed on the south side of
Highway 34 and will be interconnected with existing 24-inch RCP storm line on the north
side of Highway 34. All these flows will outfall into the Republican River through a 36-inch
corrugated metal pipe (CMP) that is located between The Boonies and Joe’s Liquor.
The Republican River concrete team completed construction of all three new concrete box
culvert walls and the final wall of the three-sided open channel box adjacent to the Bohall
business. This included tying all rebar, installing concrete form walls, pumping of concrete,
finishing of concrete, and removing all concrete forms after concrete had set. Approximately
80 cubic yards of concrete was used to install a total of 252 linear feet of concrete twin box
culvert wall (5 feet in height) and 47 linear feet of north open channel box wall that will be
at the same height of existing retaining wall next to the Bohall building. The concrete team
also started to install the “All-Span” system that will allow the completion of the 7-foot by 5foot twin box culvert decking. The “All-Span” steel truss system is used to construct decks
for buildings, bridges or other structures requiring some type of roof or cover that will allow
for the placement of concrete.
The roadway concrete team completed forming and placing concrete at the northwest bulbout and southeast corner at the intersection of 5th & Main Street. This included forming the
curb and gutter, final grading, and installation of ADA ramps at the northwest location.
Approximately 18cy of concrete was placed and formed in these two areas. The crew also
started to form the northeast bulb-out area that will include a metal storm chase, like the
one in front of Canyon Café, and 4-inch PVC pipe roof gutter drain for Wray Lumber when
they install a roof gutter system.
The project team met in the field to discuss with city officials the existing inlet and storm
pipe at the northwest corner of 2nd & Main Street adjacent to the fire department. The
existing storm pipe is made up of a 12-inch PVC material and old 12-inch clay tile that
daylights at the north side of the existing Republican River box culvert. It was decided that
the section of old clay tile pipe will be removed and replaced with new 18-inch ADS storm
pipe and connected to the 12-inch PVC pipe. The 18-inch ADS pipe will be blocked out into
the north wall of the new twin box culvert at the river. This will allow for any storm water
collected by the existing inlet to safely convey stormwater back into the river. The existing
pipe system was not connected to the old box culvert when demolition started, and nobody
knows how this system allowed for the storm water to be released or where it may have
released.
EEC (Earth Engineering Consultants) reported back that all 28-day cylinder compressive
strength test results for Ritchey's Concrete between 5th to 6th Street successfully passed
compression strength. Specifications require 4500 psi concrete strength and samples
tested ranged from a low of 5580psi to 6910psi. EEC continues to provide onsite testing of
concrete and collecting samples for the entire project.
There will be a change order forthcoming from 4D Electric for additional light pole heads
and rubber base protection. The additional light pole heads will be installed on the new light
poles to provide additional lighting at intersections and the rubber bases will be installed to
provide additional protection and avoid possible damage due to parking on Main Street.
The striping plan is currently being evaluated and will be modified to maximize safety and
maintain parking spaces per project specifications.
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• The weather did impact operations towards the latter part of the week with extreme winds
and the entire project team took time to secure the project site, clean unnecessary residual
project debris and re-install traffic barriers.

Concrete crew placing concrete on last 3 walls @
Republican River concrete box culvert

Pipeline crew installing new Fire Hydrant adjacent to 4D
Electric

Week of January 18
• Pipeline team is approximately 90% completed with installing the 36-inch reinforced
concrete pipe (RCP) and connecting with the east and west existing 24-inch RCP storm
system utilizing two new 5-foot diameter manholes. The new waterline installed from
Highway 34 to RR Street was charged with chlorine and allowed to bake (industry
nomenclature) for 24 hours, it was then flushed of residual chlorine and then pressure tested
for two hours at 164psi. Water samples were collected and tested by CDPHE in Sterling
with samples coming back negative for any harmful pathogens. The pipeline team
completed installation of all new water services for residents and businesses north of
Highway34 to RR Street. All Main Street waterline services have now been connected to
the new 8-inch C900 waterline pipe. Converted water line services included new tapping
saddles, new copper line, new corporation stops (water valves), and in some cases new
water meter pit with new meter yoke and new water meter.
• Concrete crew removed remaining concrete wall forms from the last open channel wall on
the north side adjacent to Bohall building. The crew installed and secured the flooring for
both twin box top deck onto the "All-Span" truss system. The deck perimeter wall, top &
bottom rebar mat cage, headwalls, wingwalls and two new bridge scuppers were all
constructed and readied for concrete placement. Approximately 60 cubic yards of concrete
was pumped, placed, and formed onto the new twin box top deck. The void between the
new north open channel wall and existing retaining wall adjacent to Bohall building was
filled with approximately 15 cubic yards of flow-fill material. The crew then moved up to
finalize grading and forming of curb/gutter @ 5th/6th & Main. This now completes the
structural construction of twin 7foot x 5foot concrete box culvert. The concrete crew is
finalizing forming and placement of concrete at the intersections of 5th & 6th Street. This
includes completion of ADA ramps, sidewalks, and storm drain chase.
• EEC reported 28day concrete test cylinders for road pavement from 6th to 7th. Results
ranged from 5280-5970psi above the required 4500psi per specifications. Concrete
cylinder test results for remaining center wall and full-length north wall of box culvert
reported for 7-day break of 5080psi above the minimum 75% of 4500psi per specifications
(3375psi). They also completed FDT (field density testing) for trenchwork that was
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backfilled in areas of new 36" RCP and new waterline services north of Highway 34. All
density tests were above the required 95% compaction as required by project specifications.
• Public works is currently evaluating the relocation of an existing light pole that is carrying
power and communication lines behind the fire house. The intent is to relocate the lightpole and install 2-inch underground conduit from an existing pole on the east side adjacent
to 4D Electric. This conduit could then provide the city with some flexibility if at some point
Public Works would like to underground power and communication lines.
• Wray Machine Shop was tasked with manufacturing the storm drain chase steel plates and
securing them at two locations, one in front of Canyon Café and the other in front of Wray
Lumber on the east side of Main Street.

Pipeline crew installing 36” RCP @ Old Mill Race Bridge.
This will connect new storm line with existing storm line.

Completion of rebar cage on new concrete box culvert @
Republican River

Week of January 25
• The week started off with a winter weather front that caused field condition to be unsafe and
warranted re-evaluation of water tie-ins originally scheduled for Monday & Tuesday night.
It was determined by early Monday afternoon that tie-in operations would need to be
rescheduled for Wednesday & Thursday night. The pipeline team did work both
Wednesday and Thursday morning ahead of tie-in operations. This included excavating all
areas that would be required for tie-in operations including pre-assembly of new waterline
material. City water department-initiated water shut off sequence at approximately 2100
hours both nights. The city water department was instrumental in providing additional
resources during operations and project team would not have been as successful without
their assistance.
• Wednesday night the pipeline team fully exposed the existing 6-inch waterline adjacent to
the fire house and exposing the existing 8-inch line adjacent to Wray Machine Shop. Both
areas were exposed to sufficiently provide trench safety and the ability for crews to work in
the trench and tie-in accordingly. The existing 6-inch line was the first to be cut and drained.
Approximately 30 lineal feet of new 6-inch C900 waterline pipe was installed, including 8inch by 6-inch tee with 8-inch gate valve and 6x6-inch sleeve connecting to existing line.
The 8-inch line adjacent to Wray Machine Shop was also completed with approximately 40
linear feet of C900 pipe, a 45-degree mechanical joint fitting and new 8-inch gate valve.
The connection at the machine shop delayed efforts to tie-in due to the large amounts of
water in the system during drain back period. Crews were able to start tie-in procedures at
approximately 0200 hours Thursday morning and city water line was re-charged and fully
operational by 0730 hours for most of the community. However, there were areas at higher
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elevations that were not fully re-charged or had full pressure until 1230 hours Thursday
afternoon.
• After some rest crews reported back to work Thursday afternoon at approximately 1400
hours to start exposing three separate areas that would be part of nighttime tie-in operations
and prepare the roadway area from 2nd Street to RR Street for traffic. The two immediate
pavement areas of Highway 34, south adjacent to LaLa’s and north adjacent to Stafford
Agency was opened and readied for capping operations. The additional crew was sent to
the most southern part of the project at Kitzmiller Street to expose the existing 8-inch
waterline and newly installed waterline completed at an earlier date. The areas in the
vicinity of Highway 34 were trenched to allow for an 8-inch steel mechanical joint cap to be
installed once the existing line was cut and drained. The two caps were necessary to ensure
water would be cut-off on either side of Highway 34 but not impact the existing waterline
installed withing Highway 34 pavement running east and west. Once the caps were
completed the entire team assisted the Kitzmiller tie-in. Approximately 40 linear feet of
C900 pipe, a 45-degree mechanical joint fitting and new 8-inch gate valve were installed.
Friday morning the city water line was re-charged and fully operational by 0430 hours with
no known or reported issues. This now completes the installation of new waterline system
from Kitzmiller Street to RR Street and all new water line services to businesses and
residential customers are being supplied by the new system.

Crew installing new waterline & gate valve @ RR St.
connecting northern water supply during night
operations.

Crew installing new waterline & gate valve @ Kitzmiller
St. connecting southern water supply during night
operations.

Construction Schedule Forecast (**)
Week of February 1
• Installation of new manholes bases north of Highway 34 adjacent to The Boonies restaurant
and part of 36” RCP storm system installation.
• Grading and paving operations for last section of Main Street between 6th & & Kitzmiller
Street.
• Backfilling of new twin concrete box culvert at The Republican River and installation of
Cathodic protection of steel sleeve used for installation of C900 8-inch waterline below new
concrete box culvert. Removal of “All Span” system and plywood floor used for box culvert
deck.

Week of February 8
• Continue/complete backfilling of new twin concrete box culvert at The Republican River.
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• Complete installation of 36” RCP and build manholes to finished grade.
• Complete concrete paving at the intersection of 5th & Main Street.
• Start forming curb/gutter & sidewalk north of Highway 34 ahead of concrete operations.
Disclaimer **:
** - The above construction forecast can potentially change based on current weekly construction activities and future
construction expectations. There could be schedule modifications after the printing of this report and may not
necessarily follow the forecast as listed above. Every effort has been made to provide concise and correct information
for the monthly report.
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